
 In the collection “Is a moment much? “ (2010-13)

We contemplate a dANIELA Soaked and Divided ,
who discovers COUNTERFORCE, who knows that

by loving her contrasts, she finds balance. She
gets to know herself both big and small, red and

black, perceives that subtleness, is more
powerful than density… Now, the colour and

light of things take new shape, she stops to
observe “them” and “you”, which brings her to

create an “INTIMATE” EXTERNAL REALITY,
where everyday objects around her transform

into art. The soul neither bites nor stings
anymore… She starts to portrait the flow of life
and savours the “art of living”. Having found the

answers she smiles, is grateful and begins to
make new questions.



 “And before you see me and  I cringe wrinkled like a jersey. I sprayed wiht
gallons of reflex all the stupid things now weigh what a cherry stone..”

                                                                    Mixed technique on wood.     

1´07m x 0,70cm. 



                                                           “The invisible SCAR"                                                               

                                                                    Mixed technique on wood.                   

                                                                2m x 1,22m                                                                         

Which NOBODY SEES AND we all have, provoked by the 4 PARADIGMS in which the “ME” follows like a sheep after
the flock : SCIENCE, RELIGION, POLITICS, AND THE ECONOMY. She awakes, and is aware of the New era that brings

the possibility of being OWNER OF YOUR REALITY, CREATE your intimate   reality… and ERASE YOUR SCAR.

                                                                             



                                     “AND YOU DON’T HAVE EYES… YOU HAVE MOULD.”   

                                                                     Mixed technique on wood.    

                     1m x 11,5cm

IS the end of the 4 paradigms on which western societies govern their lives.I ask my inner archetypes and they
respond.. When Economy asked: -Ihave or I have no value?, the politician who´s in my I can or I can not?, the

religiosus should or should not? , and to give scientific responsibility whether or not.. From now on they won’t be able
to tell you what you want, you choose, the old system, full of    mould, disappears.



                                                      “One TRAIN, bus and METRO stop”

                                                                     Mixed technique on wood. 

                                                                   58 cm x 44 cm



                                                        

  “THE VALUE OF LITTLE THINGS”
                                                                    Acrylic on wood and wax.

                                                                  91cm x 1,23m

“It befell upon   her to live in a small coasted village that smelled of salt and neon lights and even with that,
Daniela USES HER MAGIC, and life gives her millions sensations every day,     THANKS.”



                                                             “Too MUH, Too SAY!!!”

                                                              Mixed  technique  on wood

1,60m x 1,10m

Every system that tells the reality to you is a MYTH. To change the reality, you have to change the MYTH. 
But “the other one” doesn’t want to change the MYTH : “Trans-MYTH and don’t Per-MYTH that YOU Re-   

       MYTH to another subject that I don’t Ad-MYTH:”

And, trapped in the MYTH we continue blaming others for our mistakes without realizing that the Reality  

       is inside of us and we create it with the word.      



 “The last mug of sadness”
                                                                          Oil on panel

     1,22m x 2,36m



                                                                         “Cuchi’s sea”

                                                                           Mixed technique

                                                                            2,35m x 1,70m

“… and so Cuchi dived and swam under water at the bottom of her memories where what was, could have
continued being or not… Cuchi’s sea was sweet and savoury, bitter, strong and smooth,…  smooth like the
salted pearls of the sea, like her memories…, memories that like the waves, push her against the reef…But
Cuchi smiles, closes her eyes and plays and smiles, plays with everything, with her magic, with the gifts of
the sea, with the silly letters that sneak in her painting, with their bubbles; she topples and plays and rocks
herself and plays the ART OF LIVING while she is purified by her sea, and she lets herself be impregnated

by everything new that arrives in her life:”… I LOVE YOU 



       “Whoever loves me will buy me a bathtub, with mirrors that mist over with
steam, where anyone can write and erase.”

Mixed technique  

60,5cm  x 60,5cm



“If CREAKING wood floor can only be a complaint wiht both TRAMPLING  ”

Técnica mixta
1,5cm x 80´5cm

The princess wiht strawberry face instead of growing amused himself by trampling his enormous life.



       “My memory sea sirens house”

             White body sculpture high temperature 
                Watermelon: 40cm x 30cm

                Silice: 18cm x 30cm



Le  adjunto mi blog y datos personales. 
Daniela S checa.
tf 622780239

mail: 
 cachitosdedaniela@gmail.com 

facebook:DeDaniela 
blog: Cachitosdedaniela 

Gracias , feliz día!
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